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In modern society there is an opinion that the strong, "real" men is simply not.They or extinct as kind
or already disassembled by other women.Psychologists point to the infantality of men, their inability
to cope with an adult role.

Men refuse to take responsibility for relationships, afraid to create families and become fathers, do
not want to meet and show the initiative in communicating with the opposite sex, in the end they are
afraid to "take a member in hand" and use it for their intended purpose.It would seem that everything
is obvious, and women here have nothing to do with it.But it does not happen.Let's see what the role
of women in the infantal behavior of men.

To do this, we need to trace the life of the "neutered" men from the very beginning.

The first woman who appears in the life of a man is his mother.The contact "Mother Son" lays out
important models of the behavior of the future man.The main task of the mother is to be "quite good"
in relation to the needs of the child."A rather good mother" takes all the emotions of the baby, knows
how to restrain anger and irritation, can be wrong, has his personal life, creates conditions in which
the child develops and acquires the necessary skills to adapt in the surrounding reality.Three types
of casting mothers 1. Passive-aggressive

Woman brings up son alone.I present myself a child as a fragile vase, the message - "I am
wounded, it is easy to offend me, believing to me carefully, do not do what can upset mom."In fact,
"do only what I consider it necessary and correct.Everything else is stupid pranks.Love mom and
listen to her. "

Inside such a message - hidden aggression, but it is presented in a soft wrapper. As they say, gently
stele, and it's hard to sleep ... A boy with such a mom grows with the installation "Woman - a refined,
fragile creature, she needs to create greenhouse conditions." And so that the fragile Vaza is
comfortable with him, it unconsciously suppresses a man. It is afraid to show the initiative, restrains
his sexuality. Suppresses its aggressive, male sexuality. Therefore, he finds himself a companion in
the image invested by his mother, - defenseless, little girl.

In such pairs, women may have vaginism or a delay in psychossexual development - they did not
grow to a mature sexy woman.Men are problems with male identity (feel and behave like small
children) and sexual disorders like anxious waiting syndrome of sexual failure.The basis of such
syndrome is the fear of castration.2. Active-aggressive

There are both parents, father passive, has no voting rights.Mother is the head of the family, power,
with a high level of aggression and anxiety.The woman is fully asexual, as the tank pursues others
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around him.Or in her sexuality more male, what is happening in the case when in childhood there
was a strong conflict with his mother.In such a situation, the girl chooses to identify his sexuality of
his father, because the mother binds to her with aggression and danger.What happens to the boy in
such a family?There are two options for the development of the relationship of the mother son:

In the first - the mother openly pours hatred of the child, accusing him that "he spoiled her life,
figure, career," "It would be better not born" and so on.To survive, the psyche of the child goes along
the path of the Stockholm syndrome - is identified with the personality of the rapist - it's easier to
justify the behavior of the mother.That is, the boy, growing, itself becomes a rapist, sadist.He will
take revenge with all women in his life, playing his child injury.

When such men come to a reception to a psychotherapist (and they unconsciously choose women),
a special counterture has been included in the first consultation.Literally, the skin is felt by hatred
from such customers, because they are ridiculed by their mothers.In working with them, it is
necessary to withstand their strong negative feelings that they project on the therapist.

In the second version, the psyche of the boy is not identified with the Mother's figure, and then he
feels and behaves like a "chronically raped" person.It has no aggression, it is blocked.But it was the
aggression that would help him to free themselves from the mother's pathological inheritance.

A man of 40 years old addressed complaints about psychosomatic pain in the stomach. According
to the results of multiple surveys, there were no real causes for pain. Before appealing to a
psychotherapist, he accepted drug treatment with a psychiatrist. While drinking preparations, there
were no pain, as soon as he reduced the dose - the pain was renewed. In the course of work it
turned out that he lives with her mother. There is a woman with which he spends the weekend and
could move towards her, but mom against. It was so necessary, because my mother is convenient
that the son is near, gives her a salary, helps at home, spends time with her. Mom herself stated
that the son is not a modern person, there is no aggression in it.

After a certain number of consultations, a man began to talk about his childhood and a relationship
with his mother.About her aggression to her husband (his father) and the patient himself.That is,
there is no man in this man, there is a little boy, intimidated and castrated by his mother.Aggression
and anger need a person to defend themselves.When the instinct of self-preservation is not worked
out, the person does not know how to stand up for himself, no healthy sexuality can talk about.3.
Active-passive (mixed type)

It is more difficult to recognize the child an implicit aggression of the mother. When aggression is
taught in care, hyperex, anxiety about the health of the son and its safety. Mother creates a cocoon,
in which, like a pacheich (spider, by the way, this is an archetype of the mother), nursing his child
and at the same time immerses in his reality, tired by sticking cobweb of his destructive beliefs. She
"shakes" his own care, not allowing the child to create his own inner world from her. Mother does not
allow him to become a man. For her, he is always in her fantasies - a little boy, her son who will be
with her until the end of her days.



There are other varieties and types of casting mothers.But all they are united by the fact that they
are panicly afraid of growing up their children.Because they are not ready to accept adult male
sexuality, they are afraid of her.If it were different, they would build relationships with their husbands,
and they build relationships with their children without giving them to grow.At the same time, the
husband is pushed back to the background or in general "go" from home.Growing, such men find
themselves casting wives.Castry wives continue their mothers, the script closes.

Couple, together for 10 years, there are children.The initiator of the appeal is a spouse.Their
problem determines as "Husband is not sleeping with me."At the reception speaks mainly she, the
husband sits indifferently next, the psychotherapist is barely time to insert the word.Suspecting a
husband in treasures, blames in coldness and indifference to her.The husband under pressure from
the spouse admits that he does not fall into her.The spouse insists that the "psychotherapist did
something with her husband."

In the course of working with her husband, it turns out that the spouse is actively aggressive, does
not leave him a personal space, constantly controls it. In order to control his behavior, insisted on
working his personal secretary in his company. Before subordinates depreciates him as a manager.
Important meetings are included without inviting her husband-chief. The team considers its head of
the company. The husband does not know how to resist the aggressive attacks of his wife. Located
in anxiously depressive state, which reduces his attraction to his wife. It is afraid to enter into
closeness, prefers masturbation.

The list of examples can be continued.And although an inexperienced reader may seem that casting
women are similar to monsters, it is not.First of all, these are small girls who were nestrated, hated,
controlled and did not take.Little girls who are afraid of adult men and do not know how to love.It is
difficult for them to be in a world with you, it is difficult to accept your identity.Because their psyche
once crossed their parents.

A person always belongs to others as they once treated him.Testing fear of real close
communication with a man and wanting to control it, what do these women really want?They want
security for themselves, because they believe that if a man is not managed by them, it becomes
potentially dangerous.Fear of pain - echoes of children's traumatic events.What these little girls
could not control.Avoid pain - here are their real purpose.They do not understand that control is just
an illusion of security.

The most effective method in working with such patients is psychoanalytically oriented therapy.At
the consultation, they learn to hear their feelings and their fears.Choose other ways to interact with
men who will allow them to have harmonious relationships.

Maternal love and mother sons


